
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a manager retail marketing.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for manager retail marketing

Activate the necessary subject matter experts to accomplish your business
objectives
Participate in informational sessions (Nielsen reporting, ) in order to translate
consumer research into actionable insights and business solutions for
customer teams
Develop ASEAN website, e-STORE, POSA, e-tail marketing strategies in
addition to the existing channel partner ecosystem
Develop and drive Volume marketing strategies Channel sales team and
Channel partners to meet ASEAN revenue target
Leverage data to build effective annual and quarterly Channel/Retail
marketing plans and define customer/prospect segmentation criteria for
marketing campaigns/promotion
Measure and report on effectiveness (ROI) of Channel/Retail marketing
programs (engagement, lead quantity, and quality) with the purpose of
improving resource allocation, efficiency, and revenue generation
Develop and maintain strong relationships with the ASEAN Channel Sales
team to understand and support their goals through aligned sales/marketing
programs and steer their Marketing Development Fund expenditure
Work with vendors, manage budget and vendor relationships to provide
campaign support
Conduct competitive SWOT analysis identifying the position of product in

Example of Manager Retail Marketing Job
Description
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Build the retail-marketing strategy, annual retail calendar of projects, a work
back schedule, and budget to optimize time and priority investments to meet
marketing and sales goals

Qualifications for manager retail marketing

Ability to work in fast-paced, deadline oriented environment, turning
ambiguity into clarity
Solid understanding of how to develop and execute marketing programs,
events, and promotions
Knowledge of retail industry – fitness industry a plus
At least 5 years retail marketing experience required
Must be able to work in a fast paced environment, multitask & prioritize
assignment
At least seven years’ experience within a retail marketing and/or other
professional services marketing environment – property industry experience
an advantage but definitely not essential


